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The emission from nanowires can couple to waveguide modes supported by the
nanowire geometry, thus governing the far-field angular pattern. To investigate the
geometry-induced coupling of the emission to waveguide modes, we acquire Fourier
microscopy images of the photoluminescence (PL) of nanowires with diameters rang-
ing from 143 to 208 nm. From the investigated diameter range we conclude that
a few nanometers difference in diameter can abruptly change the coupling of the
emission to a specific mode. Moreover, we observe a diameter-dependent width of
the Gaussian-shaped angular pattern in the far-field emission. This dependence is
understood in terms of interference of the guided modes, which emit at the end facets
of the nanowire. Our results are important for the design of quantum emitters, solid
state lighting and photovoltaic devices based on nanowires.
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Vertically standing semiconductor nanowires are of interest for the realization of quantum14
optical devices1,2, light-emitting diodes (LEDs)3 and solar cells4,5. For all of these applica-15
tions, the angle-dependent (or directional) interaction of nanowires and light is of great16
importance. For instance, quantum emitters require excellent coupling into fiber optics, for17
which a Gaussian angular emission pattern is advantageous6, while LEDs typically need18
a narrow beam for efficient illumination7. Furthermore, solar cells require omnidirectional19
light absorption to trap diffuse light, although unidirectional absorption might be preferen-20
tial for optimal solar cell efficiency in the radiative limit8, i.e. the re-emission cone of light21
from solar cells needs to be as narrow as possible in order to match the incident solid angle22
of solar radiation and thus reduce entropy losses9–11. In all these cases, control over the23
directional emission and absorption is crucial for the device performance.24
Both the directional emission12,13 and directional absorption14,15 of light in individual25
semiconductor nanowires has been investigated recently. Indium phosphide (InP) and26
gallium arsenide (GaAs) have proven to be among the leading materials for quantum27
emitters16,17 and solar cells5,18 based on nanowires. For these applications and materials,28
the approximate optimal diameter for absorbing the solar spectum has been estimated to29
be 177-220 nm17,19. The reason for this optimal diameter is the onset of efficient coupling30
to the fundamental HE11 waveguide mode20, which improves both absorption (for photons31
with energy just above the material bandgap energy) and guiding/outcoupling (for photons32
with energy below the material bandgap energy). The first transverse waveguide modes33
(TM01 and TE01) have their cut-off diameter close to the optimal diameter, which may34
influence the directional outcoupling (and absorption) of light, as these modes show a dis-35
tinctly different directional emission profile13,21. However, the range of diameters close to36
the onset of the transverse guided modes has not been investigated experimentally.37
In this letter we measure the directional emission from nanowires with eight different38
diameters in the range from 143 to 208 nm, and conclude that the coupling to waveguide39
modes is very sensitive to the diameter. The width of the Gaussian angular pattern is found40
to be diameter-dependent, with a minimum width around a diameter of 164 nm. There41
is an abrupt change in the emission pattern when the nanowire diameter exceeds 171 nm.42
These measurements illustrate the relevance of carefully tuning the nanowire diameter with43
nanometer accuracy to optimize device performance.44
Our sample consists of square-symmetric arrays of indium phosphide (InP) nanowires,45
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FIG. 1. Typical microphotoluminescence spectrum from the nanowires (red, dashed) and the
supporting substrate (black, solid). The blue, dotted line indicates the central wavelength of the
band pass filter used in the experiments.
that have been fabricated by sequential axial vapour-liquid-solid (VLS) growth and radial46
vapour-solid (VS) growth, as has been described elsewhere13,22. The nanowires from different47
arrays exhibit different diameters d, and share the same length of about 7 micron. The48
nanowires are untapered, although the top and bottom ends (both 1 micron of the length)49
have a slight tapering. This tapering has no effect on the result, as has been addressed50
in our previous work13. The nanowires were excited with a 640 nm diode laser under a51
100x microscope objective with a numerical aperture of 0.95. A typical photoluminescence52
spectrum is shown in Figure 1 (red, dashed curve), which is blueshifted with respect to the53
substrate emission (black, solid curve). The nanowires exhibit band gap emission, which54
points at a predominantly wurtzite crystal structure, other than the substrate, which has55
a zincblende crystal structure. We investigate the directional emission from the nanowires56
by Fourier microscopy. This technique, also known as back focal plane imaging, uses the57
property of an objective lens to project a certain emission direction onto a specific point in58
the back focal plane. The experimental setup has been described in detail elsewhere12.59
Figure 2 shows the directional emission patterns from the eight nanowire arrays that we60
have measured, accompanied by a scanning electron micrograph from one of them (Figure61
2a). Figure 2b explains the measurement geometry and the coordinates of the emission62
patterns, while Figure 2c shows the measured emission patterns. The first row shows the63
unpolarized emission patterns, while the second (third) row shows the patterns recorded64
with the polarizer oriented horizontally (vertically) with respect to the images, as indicated65
by the double arrows on the left side. A gradual narrowing of the emission pattern is visible66
when increasing the diameter from 143 to 164 nm, as well as an abrupt change of the pattern67
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FIG. 2. Polarized directional emission from nanowires. (a) Scanning electron micrograph of one
of the investigated nanowires. The scale bar is 200 nm. (b) Example of an emission pattern
and definition of the elevation angle θ (between the long axis of the nanowire and the emission
k-vector) and the azimuthal angle φ. (c) Emission patterns of nanowires with different diameters.
The first row shows the unpolarized emission, and in the second (third) row only the emission
with polarization horizontal (vertical) with respect to the image is recorded. The uncertainties in
the diameter denote wire-to-wire differences and the error in the imaging. p is the period of the
nanowire array.
around d=171 nm. For larger diameters we observe, instead of a Gaussian-like pattern, a68
significantly different pattern with a pronounced dip in the center of the images. This69
doughnut-like shape is modified by the periodic array of nanowires although the azimuthal70
emission is not significantly changed13.71
Since it is known that the emission pattern is mainly determined by waveguide modes12,13,72
we display the dispersion diagram (kzd vs. ωd/c) of the relevant waveguide modes in Figure73
3a. On the bottom horizontal axis we show the diameters for a frequency fixed to the74
emission frequency of InP, ω/c = k0 = 2pi/870 nm, and InP refractive index nInP=3.43. We75
show also the light line for air (in gray), which defines the boundary between guided modes76
(above the light line) and leaky modes (below the light line). The leaky modes are similar77
to the guided modes, but have a complex propagation constant in the direction along the78
nanowire (with Re(kz) < ω/c), which makes them leaky and radiating into the far field
23. In79
the diameter range of the experiment only the HE11, TM01, and TE01 modes are available.80
The TM01 (TE01) mode is leaky for diameters below d=203 nm (between d=172 nm and81
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FIG. 3. Waveguide modes in InP nanowires and polarization anisotropy. (a) Representation of
the waveguide mode dispersion i.e. kzd as a function of ωd/c. The gray line is the light line in
air. The corresponding diameters for a fixed emission wavelength of 870 nm (InP refractive index
of 3.43) are shown at the bottom horizontal axis (shared with b). (b) Polarization anisotropy
ρ = (I|| − I⊥)/(I|| + I⊥) as a function of the diameter, determined from Figure 2c.
d=203 nm), and guided for diameters above d=203 nm. Since the TM and TE modes82
are polarized, the polarization of the emission provides information about the coupling to83
these waveguide modes. Therefore, we calculate the polarization anisotropy ratio, defined84
as ρ = (I || − I⊥)/(I || + I⊥),24,25 for the angle-integrated emission of each nanowire. In this85
equation I || corresponds to the angle-integrated emission component parallel to the nanowire,86
whereas I⊥ is the emission component perpendicular to the nanowire26. ρ is displayed in87
Figure 3b, as a function of the nanowire diameter. We see that ρ remains very close to88
0, up to about d=170 nm, where it abruptly becomes negative to a value of about -10%.89
This negative value indicates a larger perpendicularly polarized emission fraction, pointing90
at a coupling of the emission to the TE01 mode, which becomes available (although leaky)91
around a diameter of 170 nm. We see no signatures of the TM01 mode, which can be related92
to the fact that its dispersion is very close to the light line, or to the (mainly) wurtzite crystal93
structure of the nanowires. Wurtzite material forbids dipole emission oriented parallel to94
the nanowire27,28, which is needed to couple efficiently to the TM01 mode.95
Figure 4a displays the profiles of the directional emission patterns along φ = 0◦. We96
compare this emission to the calculated emission profiles which correspond to the relevant97
waveguide modes. These calculated emission profiles were determined using an analytical98
model29, which envisions the nanowire as a one dimensional current in a wire of a finite99
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FIG. 4. Stacked directional emission profiles along φ = 0◦. (a) Measured profiles of the normalized
directional unpolarised emission profiles (Figure 1c, first row). (b) Calculated traces using a 1D
analytical model. At diameters smaller than 170 nm, only the HE11 mode is supported. At
diameters larger than 170 nm both HE11 and TE01 modes are shown (the dotted lines represent
the HE11 mode calculations, and the dashed lines represent the TE01 mode calculations. The solid
line is the average between the two modes).
length L excited by a point dipole at a distance z0 from the nanowire center
30. We calculate100
the emission patterns by fixing the kz’s corresponding to the HE11 and TE01 modes at each101
given diameter. These kz’s are determined from the dispersion curves shown in Figure 3a.102
For d <170 nm only the HE11 mode profiles are calculated, and for d >170 nm both103
the HE11 (dotted) and TE01 (dashed) modes, as well as an average. We conclude that at104
d <170 nm the emission can be explained by the HE11 mode. At d >170 nm we see a strong105
emission at θ=0◦ as well, which also points at coupling of the emission to the HE11 mode.106
However, the features at emission angles of 20◦ < θ < 40◦ are mainly polarized perpendicular107
to the nanowire (as can be seen in Figure 2c, second and third rows), which can only be108
explained by emission guided by the TE01 mode. Therefore, we conclude that both modes109
are excited for d >170 nm. The solid lines in Figure 4b, which are the average between the110
profiles of the HE11 and TE01 modes, show good agreement with the measurement.111
As mentioned before, we observe a gradual transition among the thinner nanowires112
(d <170 nm), although only a single mode (HE11) is excited in this range. To quantify113
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FIG. 5. FWHM of the directional emission. (a) Measured angular full-with at half maximum
(FWHM) of the directional emission profiles that are associated with the HE11 mode.(b) Calculated
angular FWHM using an analytical model. The shaded area shows the variation for a nanowire
length of 6 to 8 micrometers.
this transition, we display in Figure 5a the full-width at half maximum (FWHM) of the114
angular profiles shown in Figure 4a. We observe a narrowing of the profile when increasing115
the diameter, finding a minimum θFWHM of 47
◦ around d=164 nm. The profile broadens for116
d=169 nm. This broadening cannot be related to coupling to the TE01 mode, because this117
mode is not supported for this diameter. A very similar trend is visible in the calculated118
θFWHM from the profiles shown in Figure 5b. To account for slight changes of the nanowire119
length, we show in this figure the results for nanowire lengths between 6 and 8 µm. The120
calculations were based on a 1D model, with only the parallel component of the mode’s wave121
vector (kz), the source position distribution, and end facet reflectivities as parameters. Of122
these parameters, only the mode’s wave vector changes when modifying d in the relevant123
regime. Therefore, we conclude that the behaviour of θFWHM is controlled only by kz, thus by124
the effective mode wavelength λeff (since kz = 2pi/λeff). This parameter determines, together125
with the nanowire length, the interference pattern of the emission from the end facets of the126
nanowire into the far field, and therefore also the width of the Gaussian-like distribution.127
Although there is a reasonably good qualitative agreement between the measurements and128
the analytical model, there are significant quantitative discrepancies. These discrepancies129
can be attributed to the simplicity of the 1D model and the presence of the substrate in the130
measurements, which introduces an additional reflection at the bottom interface. Addition-131
ally, the increased θFWHM in the thinnest measured nanowires might be caused by scattering132
due to the surrounding nanowires, because the period is smaller for these nanowire arrays.133
In conclusion, we have shown that a change in nanowire diameter of only a few nanometers134
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may induce an abrupt change in the emission pattern and polarization. This change is135
related to the onset of the TE01 leaky mode, to which the emission can couple. Also, we136
have found that the width of the emission pattern of the HE11 mode is strongly diameter-137
dependent, with a minimum width around d=164 nm. This is caused by the interference of138
light which couples out at the nanowires end facets. This work provides important guidelines139
for the design for quantum emitters, LEDs and photovoltaic devices based on semiconductor140
nanowires.141
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